STARTING

AN ONLINE BUSINESS
WITH A WOOCOMMERCE STORE

WooCommerce is by far the most popular and rapidly
developing plugin that provides ecommerce functionality
for WordPress sites. Since its birth in 2011, it has become
one of the most widely used tools to power online stores.
WooCommerce is an open source platform backed by a
considerable community, which is constantly updating it,
creating new themes, plugins and all sorts of integrations,
all essential to a successful business.

INTRODUCTION
Setting up an online store on WooCommerce can be summarized
in a few important steps:
Choosing a fast and secure hosting environment
Installing WooCommerce
Selecting the proper theme for your site
Setting up your payment methods
Setting up your delivery methods
Adding your products
Setting up promotions, discounts and other extra features
Adding additional protection for customer data
In this book we will go through these steps and give you practical
advice on how to take the best decisions and achieve optimal results.
In the last sections, we will elaborate on how to optimize your store
for better performance.
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1. CHOOSING A FAST AND
SECURE HOSTING ENVIRONMENT
Hosting is important for every website and as a future owner of an
online store, it is good to be extra picky when selecting a host. Your
income will be directly aﬀected by the performance of the host server.
In addition to that, there are several technicalities that you need to take
into consideration if you want to make the right choice.

PCI Compliance & Host Security
The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) is a set of
security guidelines initially created to make sure all companies that
accept, process and store credit card information, maintain a secure
environment. It represents a set of veriﬁcations that both your application
and your hosting provider must go through. Even if you don’t accept
credit cards directly, but for example run them through PayPal, which is
usually the case, having a PCI compliant host guarantees that your
provider takes security seriously and maintains it continuously.
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SSL Certiﬁcates
The SSL certiﬁcate is used to encrypt the connection between your site and
your visitors. It protects sensitive client data transferred from the browser to
the host server. There are diﬀerent types of certiﬁcates:

Standard SSL Certiﬁcate - is issued for one domain name only and does
not cover subdomains. Note: www.yoursite.com and yoursite.com are
considered two diﬀerent domain names..
WildCard SSL Certiﬁcate - is issued for a domain name and all its
subdomains. If you want to protect both www.yoursite.com,
store.yoursite.com, etc. that is
the right option.
EV SSL Certiﬁcate - is the most expensive type of certiﬁcate. EV stands for
Extended Validation. This means you have to verify you are the owner of
the domain through a much stricter procedure, which diﬀers a lot from a
regular certiﬁcate. Those certiﬁcates are preferred because they increase
the level of trust in your site.
Let’s Encrypt Certiﬁcate - Let’s Encrypt is a great initiative to provide
everyone with a free SSL certiﬁcate. SiteGround has been supporting the
project since its earliest days. The level of encryption is exactly the same
as with the other paid options.

Speed and Performance
Optimizing WooCommerce is crucial and we will explore more details on
that later. Choosing the right host is an important part of that process and
there are a few things you must take into consideration:
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PHP7 - make sure that your host has it, read on to ﬁnd out why.

SSD Disks – the latest and fastest storage devices available out
there, so it’s better to choose a host that uses SSDs.

Data Centre on Your Continent and CDN - if you’re targeting
customers in a particular region, then you can simply select a
server that’s closest to your customers. However, if you want to
target people worldwide, then using a Content Delivery Network is
really important. CDN gives you multiple endpoints at diﬀerent
geographic locations. They will process the requests to your site
from the server closest to your customer.

Web Application Firewall - ask whether your hosting provider is
supporting and maintaining a WAF for WordPress and WooCommerce.
It’s a great way to get protection against zero-day vulnerabilities and
shows that your host cares for WooCommerce sites.

SiteGround oﬀers a great start for your online store on
WooCommerce. Not only do we oﬀer a great server platform on
SSD disks, cover the PCI compliance, provide free Let’s Encrypt
SSL certiﬁcates, free CDN, PHP7 and other powerful technologies,
but we also oﬀer a 1-click installation of the WooCommerce
bundle with the oﬃcial Storefront theme.

Check it out!
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2. INSTALLING WOOCOMMERCE
Installing WooCommerce is very simple. First, you need a WordPress
application running on your web hosting environment. Then, you can install
WooCommerce like any other plugin. However, after installing it, you need
to take care of some hosting environment variables, like memory limit,
number of vars that the PHP service accepts and others. To make sure that
your environment is set properly, go to WooCommerce - System Status.
Any potential problems and misconﬁgurations will be highlighted in red.
If you don’t see any warnings, you should be good to go.

To make it easier for you, we at SiteGround have done all the
environment conﬁgurations. We created a special Wizard that
will only ask you for a username, password and email. Your
WooCommerce store will be up and running in no time. And you
will have the Storefront theme installed by default!

Check it out!
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3. SELECTING A THEME
Your theme is loaded on all your pages. It brings a lot of functionality to
your website, which could be both a good and a bad thing. Here is why:

Don’t Use Bloated
Good-for-everything Themes
It’s a simple rule - if a theme says it’s perfect for every website, then it’s
usually not good enough for any website. General themes with tons of
features, widgets, sliders, carousels, etc. try to have everything in order to
satisfy as many customers as possible and sell as many copies of the theme
as possible. However, this leads to a bloated code and substantial resources
could be wasted. This guarantees a slow performance. Themes like that
might look like a good idea but you have to resist the urge! Look for a theme
that’s a great ﬁt for you and not the entire world.
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Don’t Be Fooled by
Stock Photos
Stock photos make themes look awesome. Make a screenshot, open your
favorite image editor and put your images on that demo content. For those
of you selling lingerie or shaving accessories and who have access to models
and professional photographers, the results will probably be just as good,
but for the rest - there’s a chance that the theme just won’t look good
without that handsome rugged guy drinking coﬀee …

Avoid Themes With Builders
Avoid using themes bundled with builders. Drag’n’drop may look awesome on
the demos but you have to think ahead. It’s very, very, very hard to migrate
from such a theme to any other design, unless it is using the very same page
builder. The chances that you will want to use a design that has the same
builder in the next couple of years are slim at best.
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Responsiveness
Most of the world’s traﬃc goes through mobile devices and that’s a growing
trend. The theme you decide to use must be as responsive and must look as
good on a desktop, tablet and smartphone.

Select a Theme from a
Reputable Provider That
Supports WooCommerce
WooCommerce has several plugin-speciﬁc pages and other speciﬁc
functionalities. This means that not every WordPress theme will work well
with WooCommerce. Look for a theme that speciﬁcally supports
WooCommerce. Then, on the demo page go through all the store-speciﬁc
pages - store, shopping cart, user proﬁle, checkout. Some designers declare
WooCommerce support, but forget to implement it. If you want your store to
look professional, each page must look and feel great. Here are some
developers that provide quality themes
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WooThemes
the WooCommerce authors know the ins and outs of their
plugin. They have a framework called Storefront , which
you can use to build your own theme or buy a child theme
directly from their site.
ZigZagPress
they use the Genesis framework to build beautiful and
very lightweight themes. Although they have a very small
number of WooCommerce themes available now, they
promise to release new ones on a regular basis. Check
out their designs here.
WpStud
another theme provider based on the Genesis
framework that is worth exploring.

StudioPress
they have a very well written ecommerce theme called
Jessica that can be used as a framework for your site.
Take a look, it supports WooCommerce ﬂawlessly and
works really nice.
WordPress.org
yes, the oﬃcial WordPress repo has tons of good,
free themes . The fact that these are in the repo, means
they’ve been vetted by the people in the Theme Team.
Most themes will have a premium/paid version, but the
free ones are usually enough to start and they will give
you a hands-on experience with the theme.
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4. CONFIGURING PAYMENTS
By default, WooCommerce comes with several payment options - Cash on
Delivery, PayPal, Bank transfer and Checks. However, there are many
payment processors out in the world and WooCommerce supports most of
them. Most countries have a preferred or speciﬁc payment method.
To ﬁnd the payment gateway you need, checkout the oﬃcial extensions
repository in the payment section.

PayPal - one of the most popular payment processors in
the world. It’s supported by default. All you need to do is
enable it from Settings -> Checkout page and add your PayPal
account details. However, there are multiple PayPal
extensions that will make the integration with your website
more ﬂuent and easy for your customers. If you have the
budget, check out these extensions as well.
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Stripe - Stripe is a great way to collect credit card payments
from your customers.
WooCommerce now has free integration with it and it’s
very easy to conﬁgure and use. Just like with PayPal, you
can go to the Checkout page and enable the Stripe
payment method.
Fill in your account details and you are all set. Furthermore,
Stripe supports credit card payments in many countries.
Cash on Delivery - if your couriers accept cash from your
customers and if that’s how you like to do business, just
enable this payment method and give it a proper
description - Settings -> Checkout page. With this method,
you will do most of the work oﬀsite.
Banks integration - if you have a contract with a bank, ask
them for WooCommerce integration. Some of the big banks
have their own plugins, others have easy integrations and
some may even have a professional service to do it for you.
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5. CONFIGURING YOUR DELIVERY
If you’re selling physical goods, delivery is something really important for
the process. You need to charge your clients the right amount of money
depending on their preferred delivery method.

Shipping Zones
By default, WooCommerce has a functionality called Shipping zones. On
top of this, you get Flat Rate, Free Shipping and Local Pickup delivery
options. To conﬁgure it, ﬁrst select the region you want to deliver to. For
example, you can choose Europe if you deliver to the entire continent. Or
United Kingdom if you will ship only in the UK. You can even select a single
town or postal code! Once you deﬁne the delivery zone, add the available
shipping methods to it.

Free Shipping
This is a special kind of shipping method. You can enable it via a Coupon,
minimum amount of order or a combination of both. Of course, you can enable
it for everyone if that’s your business model.
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In addition to the core functionality, there are 48 plugins in the oﬃcial repo
that provide all sorts of integrations. For example, you can conﬁgure your site
to work directly with UPS and/or Fedex, and calculate shipping costs
dynamically based on product size, weight, etc.
Note: if you want to calculate shipping costs using integration with a shipping
provider, you need to describe your products properly and with more detail.
In most cases, this means adding dimensions and weight to each and every
product you have, in order to get a correct calculation.

6. STOCK MANAGEMENT
WooCommerce has an internal stock management system. There are a few
things to conﬁgure in it and it’s very easy to use. If you are not using separate
software for stock management, I highly recommend you rely on
WooCommerce for it.
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To enable stock management, go to Settings -> Products -> Inventory tab
and tick the Enable stock management checkbox. On the same page, you
will ﬁnd all the conﬁgurations you need to manage your inventory - how long
to keep products in your customer’s carts before making them available, low
stock threshold and much more.
Note: you can overwrite some of these settings from the Inventory tab in the
individual product page. And last but not least, you can select whether to
display a low stock message to your customers and whether you want to
hide products that are out of stock completely.

7. ADDING PRODUCTS
Your product page is your shop window. Show your product(s) in the best
possible way! Here are some tips.
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Quality Images and Photography
Professional images of your products are really important. Regardless of
whether you’re selling cars or toilet paper, a nice visual representation of
your products is always better. Take your time and take lots of photos.
Choose good lights, use a good camera, take all possible angles, show your
best products.
The other option is even better - hire a professional photographer.
You won’t regret it!

Don’t Spare Your Words
Describe your products in detail. Be consistent and speciﬁc. People
will take their time to read. Furthermore, search engines will love the
fact that you have content on your site and will reward you for that.

Group Your Products
If you have more products, use the categories functionality to group them
accordingly. Link those categories to your menu. If you’re selling wine, let your
customers only see your red wines right away. This is done both for usability
and for search engines - your store can be found on more generic keywords.
On the other hand, if you’re selling only ﬁve products, don’t split them into
ﬁve categories - just show them all on your index page. Your customers will
see them right away.

Variations vs. Diﬀerent Products
WooCommerce allows you to assign attributes to your products and use
them to deﬁne product variations. Variations and attributes in
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WooCommerce look a bit confusing at ﬁrst but they are a really powerful
mechanism, which will allow you to show your products in the best
possible way.
Think of Attributes as the diﬀerent properties of a product - color, size,
material, etc. Variations, on the other hand, are only those attributes that
matter to the product’s management. For example, if your pricing depends
on an attribute, then it should be marked as a Variation. You need to create
variations from attributes if you want to manage the stock availability of each
product separately. I’ll give you an example to illustrate attributes and
variations:

You sell T-shirts in ﬁve colors, ﬁve sizes for kids, men and women.
Additionally, you oﬀer to print 3 diﬀerent designs. The print is included
in the price of the T-shirt and the client can choose any of them. Each
T-Shirt will have three attributes: Size, Color and Design. However, it
will only have two variations based on Size and Color. Design doesn’t
aﬀect the price or the stock management because you place it
separately. It is an attribute that people specify when they order.

When you go to the product page and mark Size and Color as Variations, you
will be able to go to the Variations tab -> Link all Variations option. This creates
all the diﬀerent combinations between Size and Color that users can purchase.
You can now select diﬀerent prices for T-shirts with diﬀerent colors and
manage the quantities for each size and color combination. You can even set
up promotions and discounts. Let’s say Brown shirts, size Small are 50% oﬀ for
the Christmas holidays.
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Downloadable and Virtual Products
WooCommerce supports the sale of virtual products. For example, if you
want to sell WordPress themes, digital art, plugins, online books, etc., you
can easily do this with WooCommerce. Just add a new product, describe it as
any other and place a check on the Virtual and Downloadable option in the
WooCommerce product tab. A new ﬁeld appears that allows you to upload
the ﬁle. Then you sell.
Furthermore, you can select to limit the number of downloads or set an
expiration date on the sale of the downloadable product.
Note: Some products are virtual but not downloadable. Phone consultations
are such examples. Customers just pay for a consultation, you see the order
and arrange the service delivery. There’s nothing to download.

Membership / Courses Sites
WooCommerce doesn’t support online courses. This is by default. But there’s
an oﬃcial extension called Sensei. It’s a paid service (currently $129 for a
single site license) and it equips your WooCommerce store with a many more
functionalities, basically turning your WordPress into an elaborate learning
management system.

Think about Accessibility
Accessibility is often neglected by website and store owners. It doesn’t have
to be this way. Think about people with disabilities if you want everyone to
be able to shop from your store. For example, don’t just add color squares
representing available colors. Add the color name as well. The software used
by visually impaired people can read the color and transmit the information
to the visitor. А very small change can make a big diﬀerence to someone!
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8. PROMOTIONS, DISCOUNTS,
COUPONS, ETC.
It’s time to boost your sales! Set up discounts, promotions and coupons.
WooCommerce has a lot of core functionalities and tons of plugins to extend
that even further. Here are the most commonly used promotion types and
how to conﬁgure them.

Coupons
Coupons are very easy to enable and conﬁgure. You can create a
BLACKFRIDAY30 coupon which grants your customers a 30% discount on
their purchase.
Enable coupons by going to Settings -> Checkout tab -> Enable the use of
coupons. A new item in the WooCommerce menu called Coupons is added.
Click on it and press the Add Coupon button. Type in the coupon name and
select the type of discount it gives.
You can set a percentage discount or exact amount of money and choose
whether the coupon applies to a single product or the entire purchase.
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That’s it! Your customers are now able to enter coupon codes which you give
to them through social media, emails and other means of promotion.

Sale Prices
This is another feature of the core WooCommerce functionality. In the
product conﬁguration tab, there are two price ﬁelds - Regular Price and Sale
Price. Leave the sale price empty if your product doesn’t have a sale price. If
you give it a value lower than the regular price, the diﬀerence will be
displayed as a discount on your frontend. Most themes will display the
discounted price in an attractive way, crossing out the old price and showing
the new one in a bigger font.

Wholesale / Retail Pricing
If you have regular or favorite customers that you want to give discounts to,
you can add a wholesale plugin. WooComerce Wholesale Prices is a great
free plugin that allows you to set special prices for special customers.

Other Marketing Plugins
There are endless ways to promote your products. So far we’ve covered only
three. Check out the oﬃcial WooCommerce plugin repository in the
Marketing category if you need something more speciﬁc.
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9. ADDING EXTRA PROTECTION
When your store is ready, it’s a good idea to add some extra layers of
protection for you and your customers. I would recommend installing some
security plugins and setting up backups often and in diﬀerent locations.

Security Plugins
There are several security plugins you should consider using:
Sucuri Cloud WAF - it will block bad bots, make you utilize good
security practices and more. The plugin is free and easy to
conﬁgure.
iThemes Security– is another popular plugin that does a great
job protecting your site from multiple attacks. Read through its
documentation and take your time conﬁguring it. It has a lot of
features and options.
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WordFence – is another popular plugin that does a great job
protecting your site from multiple attacks. Read through its
documentation and take your time conﬁguring it. It has a lot of
features and options.
NinjaFirewall – is basically a WAF plugin that is updated regularly
and protects your site against many diﬀerent attacks.

Backups, Backups, Backups
It is really important to have multiple backups at your disposal. Stored at
multiple locations. Going as many days back as possible. Do not neglect
back-ups! The time will come when you’ll need one badly and it’s usually too
late by then. Be prepared - make sure you have enough backups that are
created regularly and stored at diﬀerent locations.
Hosting Company Backups - we at SiteGround store 30 daily
backups of your website. Then we replicate them for extra security.
Check what your hosting provider oﬀers and take advantage of it.
Local Backups - make local copies of your site before doing major
changes. Then keep some local copies on a weekly or monthly basis
just in case.
Oﬀsite Backups - you can purchase an Amazon S3 account and use
it for backup storage. There are plugins like BackupBuddy that will
make this a very easy task for you.
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10. OPTIMIZE YOUR WOOCOMMERCE
FOR PERFORMANCE AND SCALABILITY
It would be diﬃcult not to overemphasize the importance of a fast website.
There’s plenty of research conducted by giant stores like Amazon, Wallmart
and Tagman. It all shows huge drops in sales when a website takes just one
second longer to load. Take a look at our ebook on WordPress Speed for
some advice on how to improve your pages. Here I will go through what’s
important speciﬁcally for WooCommerce.

Use PHP7
There are many reasons to use PHP7 and the most important one of them is
that it performs dramatically better than the previous PHP versions.
WooCommerce and the WordPress core work perfectly with PHP7 as well as
all the good plugins for them. Make sure that your hosting provider supports
PHP7 and that your account is set to work with it. Both the front end of your
site and your store’s dashboard will work faster and perform better. Here’s
the oﬃcial performance comparison created by Zend between PHP5.6 and
PHP7 on several diﬀerent platforms. The numbers are just amazing!
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Ask your hosting provider if they support PHP7 and how to enable it for your
account.
If you host with SiteGround, it’s just a matter of a few clicks on the control
panel to make your site use PHP7.

Use Caching
Caching mechanisms greatly reduce the loading speed of your pages. Caching
also manages the load you create on your server and the resources your site
needs. There are several diﬀerent types of caching that you could tailor to
your needs.
Object Caching - Using Redis or Memcached will have a great eﬀect on the
performance of your WooCommerce store. Online shops are using your site’s
database even more often than normal sites. Having one of these services at
your disposal is something to look for.
Full Page Caching (which doesn’t break things) - it is diﬃcult to set up this type
of caching for WooCommerce because there are numerous pages that need
to stay a 100% dynamic and others that must be updated upon some user
action. For example, you cannot aﬀord to show a cached version of your
order page. There’s sensible information on it like the Billing address and
personal details of your customers. If you cache this content, you may show
the previous customer’s personal data to someone else and expose it.
Checkout, cart, order, proﬁle and other user and order-related pages, should
be left out of the cache.
SiteGround oﬀers a caching service for WooCommerce. It’s called
SuperCacher. You are welcome to enable it from the control panel. Since the
SuperCacher keeps the cached results in the server memory, and not on the
hard disk, as caching plugins do, the delivery of the results is faster. I would
recommend this service over a plugin.
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JavaScript and CSS Optimization
WordPress themes use more and more CSS and JS to render beautiful and
functional pages. On top of that, WooCommerce adds some more CSS and
JavaScript to support functionalities like the AJAX Cart, order updates and
more. That’s why, it is good to have a mechanism that combines, miniﬁes and
reorders the loading sequence of your CSS and JS ﬁles. I recommend using
Autoptimize - a great free plugin which does a fantastic job with your ﬁles.
Using it can greatly optimize the performance of your website, especially if
you have a theme with more features, sliders and other eye candy.
For more tips on how to optimize your site speed, check out my other Ebook
on WordPress Speed. It will give you even more information and tips on how
to make your pages load faster than ever!

Elastic Search
If you sell a large number of products or already have lots of orders, you
may consider implementing Elastic Search for your search forms both in
the front and backend.
WooCommerce uses the default WordPress search system, which only
searches in the post body and title. The query to the database can be slow
when you have thousands of orders. If you add a few plugins that interfere
with your order process, the search can become too slow and ineﬃcient.
Elastic Search is a service that creates its own index of the ﬁelds that you
want to search and dramatically improves the experience in terms of
speed, quality of results and extra functionality like search-as-you-type
extras and more. To link Elastic Search with your WooCommerce store, I
recommend using the ElasticPress plugin developed by one of the
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best-known WordPress agencies - 10Up.
The last time SiteGround implemented Elastic Search on a website, the
results from querying 100 000 orders got back in under 2 seconds. Before
that, it took 1 minute… Impressive, isn’t it?

Plan for Growth
Having an online store means more responsibility towards your customers
and visitors. That’s why you can’t just wait until you exhaust your hosting
resources and then start looking for an upgrade option in a rush. You need
to be prepared. Upgrade your hosting plan before you’re even close to its
limitations.
I would recommend that you go for a scalable hosting solution. It allows
you to easily add more resources as you go, without having to migrate or
transfer your site every time. For example, SiteGround cloud hosting
service is speciﬁcally designed to serve such needs. You can add more CPU
and RAM to your cloud. Furthermore, you can enable automatic scaling, so
when you get featured on that popular magazine, and thousands of people
start visiting your site, your cloud account will handle them and use more
resources on a need-to-have basis, even if you’re comfortably sleeping in
your bed. Because things like this always happen when you’re sleeping!
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CONCLUSION
In this Ebook I tried to collect the most useful tips and share my
experience from years of building online stores. In my opinion,
WooCommerce makes the building of even more complex online stores an
easy task. It’s a very ﬂexible plugin that has tons of features and hundreds
of extensions, which makes it highly adaptable to various business
models. Hopefully, it will help you kick-start your online store.
Create your successful business now!
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